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ABSTRACT

Artificial intelligence has become the part of our life with its advancement and involvement in our day to day activities. Due to the trust we place on the artificial intelligence systems, they must work as per the human expectations with zero deviation. This can be achieved if the requirements are specified correctly and all the requirements stated for the system must be consistent with one another. Measuring consistency and correctness is sacrosanct for attaining quality in the system that is to be developed. This paper proposes a set metrics for measuring the correctness and consistency of the requirements stated in the software requirements specification document. Initially the requirements document was restructured according the format that is suitable for applying the metrics. The factors consistency and correctness are divided into sub factors and sub metrics are developed for measuring the same. Finally, the sub metrics are combined to calculate the final metrics for consistency and correctness. The proposed metrics are applied on the SRS document of Navigation and Maps artificial intelligence system and this approach is compared with the existing model and the results are satisfactory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of providing artificial intelligence to the machines was first discussed in the workshop which was held in Dartmouth College of USA in the year 1956. Now we cannot imagine our life without AI [2]. People are developing the machines and machines are directing the people. The care we take while developing machines will be the result of correctness of direction provided by the machines. Everything must begin with requirements engineering, once all the requirements are collected the design will start. Before going to the design we need to cross check weather all the requirements are correct are not? Are they really reflecting what we are planning to develop? This cross checking will results the correct design and the correct design eventually results in the development of correct machine[2][3]. If the requirements are incorrect and if they are uncovered before the project delivery they have to be corrected. If the bugs in the requirements are uncovered in the initial stages of software development process the cost of correction is negligible. The delay in finding the bugs decides the cost of correction. If they are identified at system testing or later the correction cost is 50 to 100 times more than the cost of initial stages[17]. If the bugs are not identified, then based on the functionality of the AI system[3] consequences varies from mild to catastrophic and even leads to loss of invaluable things, hence having correct and consistent requirements for AI[4] based systems is at most important.

According to IEEE standard 830(1993) [1] a good SRS must have eight characteristics in which Correct and Consistency are two important characteristics. Here measuring the correctness also involves the consistency of requirements. If the requirements are not consistent with other requirements stated in the SRS or if the requirements are not consistent with its other
related documents then there is a problem which needs to be taken care of. An SRS is correct [1] if every stated requirement is validated by the customer and expected to be met by the software system. An SRS is consistent [1] if all the requirements stated in the requirements document are compatible with one another and at the same time they must be compatible with all the input documents and related documents which were used to prepare the software requirements specification. Out of eight good characteristics of SRS this paper concentrated on only two characteristics not because they are superior to other remaining six characteristics, but all the characteristics are equally important and in some cases it is practically difficult to measure few characteristics and also the work done in the past regarding the good characteristics of SRS is negligible.

In artificial intelligence, systems are developed by analyzing the thinking patterns of human beings and creating an artificial human being just like cloning. During the process of gathering or collecting the requirements for creating any artificial intelligent machine, .01% deviation of the requirement also creates a problem and the consequences are not imaginable and damages are unrecoverable [3]. After identifying the importance of the correctness and consistency of requirements for AI systems [4], this paper has proposed a set of concrete metrics for measuring the same.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

So far the work on the consistency and correctness of requirements stated in software requirements specification is very nominal. C and C analysis of requirements for distributed systems by Liayan Yu et al.[5] proposed a formal scenario model where requirements are represented in the tree structure and performed consistency analysis. Fredrick et al [6] used Zed to identify and remove the ambiguity and later activity charts and state charts were used to execute Zed for assessing the completeness and consistency of requirements written in natural language. According to Matthew et al.[7] checking whether the requirements are internally complete or not by using completeness of Trigger Events and checking the completeness of Output specifications. Matthew et al. mainly concentrated on requirements of real time systems[7]. Shaoying liu[8] used the technique refinement for netting accurate and complete requirements. In [8] conventional prescribed approaches are used and completeness of formal specifications is explained with the help of examples. Wei Liu et al.[9] performed the completeness analysis of service based province requirements.[9] uses directed graph for representing construction and optimization of requirements components. R S Knett [10] proposed a quantifiable approach to measure the correctness and consistency of requirements; he has proposed metrics for quality quantification SRS documents. B laabaw et al. [11] proposed consistency examination of SCR style requirements documents.[11] uses formal study which checks mechanically SRS documents of all the applications(domain independent) represented in SCR tabular scheme.[11] is applicable only for documents uses SCR style, for other types of documents this approach is not suggestible. S acharya et al.[12] uses inspection of specification and testing of executable specification for evaluating the consistency of requirements documents and applied on mobile computing domain. [13] has developed metrics for both correctness and consistency by the taking the different measures of SRS document. The metrics developed in [13] are compared with different approaches developed in the past and applied on two different case studies. Activity based assessment method is used in [14] for measuring the entire quality of SRS document which includes both correctness and completeness. In [14] first the requirements in the SRS are identified as activities and then these activities are used as measures for developing the metrics in order to measure the quality of same. Cloud based approach is used in [15] which includes neural network techniques for measuring the quality of requirements containing all the good characteristics of SRS document stated in IEEE standard 830(1993).The work in [15] differentiated the requirements from quality requirements in assessing correctness and consistency. Zowghi et al.[21] concentrated on three factors of SRS document i.e correctness, completeness and correctness and completeness of requirements document and it emphasizes on the evolutionary framework. This work [21] performs different type of checks in order to ensure that all these three properties are properly assessed and crosschecked. Atish et al.[22] used a framework which uses expert agents relying on knowledge base for defining the consistent requirements and an Object oriented tool assisting for consistent requirements identification. Daoust et al[23] discussed the importance role of inconsistency in violating rationality of other requirements. This work [23] describes the impact of consistency and the measures that should be taken to achieve the consistency in the stated requirements. Nistala et al.[24] used different
models as framework for identification of inconsistency and calculating the index to show how consistent the stated requirements are and this framework also addresses the factors correctness and completeness. According to Jaroslaw Kuchata [25] as the number of requirements increases there is a lot of impact on the SRS document in relation with consistency. So as the size of the requirements document increases the impact of consistency and correctness also must increases. Chao et al. [26] has used NLP technique that is cataloged extraction and organized description for identifying the integrity and inconsistency of requirements and used LMS for applying the proposed technique, the results stated the complexity of measuring the consistency of requirements. Constance L. Heitmeyer et al. [27] has automated the consistency issues of requirements documents for detection of errors like type errors, missing requirements, iterative definitions and non-determinism in requirements. Requirements are reviewed with the help of SCR [27], for measuring the scalability and utility of the model the proposed approach is applied on the application avionics. Patra et al. [28] presents an approach which objectively assess the SRS quality, it uses process valuation model as framework for identifying the quality of the requirements document. N Prampoon et al. [29] assess the quality of the requirements including correctness and consistency based on the structure of the requirements document and contents of the requirements document. It [29] uses The quantity process model for developing the approach and measurement information approach is used developing the metrics. X. Liu et al. [33] specifies that international standards are developed for measuring and evaluating the quality of requirements which includes assessing the correctness and consistency. M Sibisi et al. [34] proposed a frame work to evaluate the quality of requirements and this framework helps in tailoring the generic model for assessing the quality of the specific project need.

3. METHODOLOGY

This section describes the approach that is developed for assessing the correctness and consistency of requirements stated in the SRS document. The assessment in this approach is mainly based on the definition of good characteristics of SRS document of IEEE standard 830(1993) [1]. First the given SRS document is restructured by converting from standard format to new format which contains different sub sections which includes the requirements represented in natural language and formal language [13]. This will help to categorize requirements that aids in understanding so that correctness and consistency [1] of the each requirement can be properly assessed.

Things that are considered for measuring the correctness of a requirement are:

- Based on the information given in the input source documents.
- Based on the validity of the requirement.
- Based on the universally accepted standards related to that particular requirement.
- Based on customer/client/user feedback.
- Based on the comparison with objectives/goals of the project.
- Based on the comparison with domain of the project.
- Based on the scope and realizability of the requirements.
- Based on the traceability matrix of requirements.

Things that are considered for measuring the Internal consistency are:

- Based on conflicts between/among terminology.
- Based on temporal conflict between two or more requirements.
- Based on logical conflicts among the requirements.
- Based on real world object conflicts with the requirements.
- Based on conflicts in output formats.

Things that are considered for measuring the External consistency are:

- Based on conflicts between source documents and SRS document
- Based on conflicts between user stories and requirements stated in SRS.
- Based on conflicts with quality standards.
- Based on conflicts with hardware performance.

In this paper, our focus is on Correctness and Consistency (C&C) of artificial intelligence [2] systems, so, both C&C are divided into sub factors.
Based on the definition of each sub factor, sub metrics are developed for measuring the same. Measurement of sub factors is based on the responses to the questionnaire given by the stakeholders designated for the C&C assessment [11] of SRS document. Stakeholder may be technical personnel having knowledge in requirements engineering domain or personnel having experience in handling software projects, or personnel having software development experience, or personnel having experience in Software quality assessment department or personnel having experience in software testing. Based on the availability and feasibility, stakeholders are identified and used for C & C assessment of SRS document [8]. These sub metrics are used to calculate the final metrics of C & C [12]. The final metric values are used in preparation of report indicating the correctness and consistency of the SRS document. This report also gives you the insight into the SRS document regarding the portions or parts of the document where the corrections or improvements needed. The following figure 3.1 represents the process that has been followed in this approach.

4. METRICS FOR CORRECTNESS AND CONSISTENCY

4.1 Correctness (SRS_{crt}): Requirements stated in the SRS document are said to be correct [1] if each individual requirement contributes something in achieving the success of the project. Correctness metric [8][13] is subdivided into the following metrics:

- **User Stories (SRS_{crt}ust):** If a requirement is reflecting the user story then it is correct.
- **Equivalence (SRS_{crt}eq):** If a requirement stated in the SRS document is matched/equivalent with its related or input source documents used for preparation of SRS, then it is correct.
- **Restrains (SRS_{crt}re):** If the SRS document reflects all the conditions or limitations that must be met by each individual requirement, then it is correct.

\[
SRS_{crt} = \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{ust} \times q_{4} + \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{eq} \times q_{4} + \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{re} \times q_{4} - 1 + \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{eq} \times q_{4} - 1 + \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{re} \times q_{4} - 1 \]

Where, \( R_r \): Total no. of Requirements, \( N_{sf} \): No. of Sub Factors and \( q \): Questions for each sub factor.

4.2 Consistency (SRS_{con}): Metrics for measuring the consistency[1][13] is based on the two sub factors internal consistency and external consistency. Internal consistency describes the conflicts among the requirements stated in the SRS document [11] and external consistency describes with the conflicts between the requirements stated in SRS and the different documents or different sources used to prepare the SRS document.

\[
SRS_{con} = \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{con} \times q_{4} + \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{con} \times q_{4} - 1 + \frac{1}{R_{r}} \sum_{k=1}^{R_{r}} Crt_{con} \times q_{4} - 1 \]

Where, \( R_r \): Total no. of Requirements, \( N_{sf} \): No. of Sub Factors and \( q \): Questions for each sub factor.

5. APPLICATION OF METRICS AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY:

Navigation and Maps is the most important application nowadays without which one cannot reach their destination. It has become a part of life and at the same time it has to be hundred percent accurate, or else we can lead to wrong directions. We have taken one SRS document (AI based Navigation and Maps application) from Natural Language requirements dataset [19], in that there are totally fifty requirements. Few requirements are: Accepting the input from the user, analyzing the route, collecting different alternative paths form
the source, calculating the distance from source to destination, identifying the shortest path, identifying path based on the type of the vehicle driving, identifying obstacles if any in the path from source to destination, displaying the path on the screen, efficiency of audio and visual aids etc.

\[
SRS_{Cr} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{q} R_k} \sum_{k=1}^{q} Crt_{st}^q \cdot q^{-1}
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k=1}^{q} Crt_{et}^q \cdot q^{-1} + \sum_{k=1}^{q} Crt_{et}^q \cdot q^{-1} = [N_{st} \times R_p]^{-1}
\]

\[
SCR_{cr} = [48+47+48][3*50]^{-1} = .95
\]

\[
SRS_{Con} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{q} Log_{st}^q \cdot q^{-1} + \sum_{k=1}^{q} Log_{et}^q \cdot q^{-1} \cdot [N_{et} \times R_p]}^{-1}
\]

\[
SRS_{Con} = [47+48][2*50]^{-1} = 0.95
\]

These metrics value indicates the correctness and consistency of requirements specified for AI based application of Navigation and Maps. The value 1 is the ideal value i.e if the metric Value is 1, then 100% correctness and consistency is achieved. After applying the metrics, 95% of correctness and consistency is observed in the SRS document. This indicates still there is a scope for improvement. So requirements document has to be revised once again to achieve the ideal value one. The metric measure and its corresponding indication is given in the table 5.1. The values for metric measure will give you the indication and that indication provides the insight in to the document. That insight will direct us which parts/portions of the SRS document need to be reconsidered and improved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric measure</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Having Good quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.9,1)</td>
<td>Having quality with few changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.8,0.9)</td>
<td>Few parts of SRS needs to be rechecked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.7,0.8)</td>
<td>Major parts of SRS needs to be rechecked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.0,0.7)</td>
<td>Reevaluate the entire SRS for C and C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 Metric measure and indication

Confusion matrix concept is used to compare the efficiency and performance of different models with the help of predefined metrics precision, accuracy, specificity, F-measure and etc. In this paper we have used confusion matrix to compare our proposed model with the existing model. Our proposed approach is compared with C&C SRS [6]. The following Figures 5.1,5.2,5.3 and 5.4 represents the Precision, Accuracy, Specificity and F-measure of projected model C&CRAIS and existing model C&CSRS. The results of the metrics are better and optimal when compared with C&C SRS model.
6. CONCLUSION:

So far the work on finding the quality of SRS document is very less, when come to the work on finding the correctness and consistency of requirements documents it is very nominal. But these two factors will play a vital role in achieving the quality of the entire project and also decides the success or failure of the project. Specific to the Artificial intelligence based systems the work done in the past on finding the quality of SRS document is almost zero. With this motivation this work concentrates on measuring the factors correctness and consistency of SRS document designed for AI based systems. This paper explores the new ways of measuring the correctness and consistency of requirements specification document for AI based systems. The proposed approach is developed based on the IEEE standard 830. After restructuring the given SRS document for measuring the required factors, the factors correctness and consistency are divided into sub factors, then metrics are developed for sub factors, after application of metrics on the SRS, the values of these sub metrics are combined to measure the final metric for both correctness and consistency. Along with assessing the C and C of SRS document these metrics also provides the insight into the SRS that leads to rechecking and improvement of the quality of SRS document. The developed metrics were applied on AI based Navigation and Maps system and also the proposed approach is compared with existing model and the results are promising. In this paper the focus is to measure the only two factors i.e correctness and completeness out of eight quality factors given by IEEE standard 830. In future as an enhancement to this work left over six factors need to be measured to find the quality of entire SRS document designated for AI based systems.
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